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Gravity-wave interferometers as probes of a low-energy effective quantum gravity
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The interferometry-based experimental tests of quantum properties of space-time which the author sketched
out in a recent short paper are here discussed in a self-contained fashion. In addition to providing detailed
derivations of the results already announced in the previous paper, some new results are also derived; in
particular, the analysis is extended to a larger class of scenarios for space-time fuzziness. It is argued that these
studies could be helpful for the search for a theory describing a first stage of partial unification of gravity and
quantum mechanics.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Perhaps the most fascinating questions confronting c
temporary physics concern the search for the appropr
framework for the unified description of gravitation an
quantum mechanics. This search for ‘‘quantum gravity’’
proving very difficult@1#, especially as a result of the scar
experimental information available on the interplay betwe
gravitation and quantum mechanics. However, in rec
years there has been a small~but nevertheless encouragin!
number of new proposals@2–5# of experiments probing the
nature of the interplay between gravitation and quantum
chanics. At the same time the ‘‘COW-type’’ experimen
initiated with the celebrated experiment by Colella, Ov
hauser and Werner@6#, have reached levels of sophisticatio
@7# such that even gravitationally induced quantum pha
due to local tides can be detected. In light of these deve
ments there is now growing~although still understandabl
cautious! hope for data-driven insight into the structure
quantum gravity.

The primary objective of the present article is to provide
careful discussion of the most recent addition to the~still far
from numerous! family of quantum-gravity experiments
which this author proposed in the short paper in Ref.@8#.
This most recent proposal probes in a rather direct way
properties of space-time, which is of course the most fun
mental element of a quantum gravity, by exploiting the
markable accuracy achievable with advanced modern in
ferometers, such as the ones used for searches of gr
waves.

In addition to emphasizing the ways in which the expe
ment proposed in Ref.@8# can contribute to the developme
of ‘‘quantum-gravity phenomenology’’@9#, in this article I
shall also relate the class of observations accessible to m
ern interferometers to a physical picture of the~necessarily
small! way in which quantum gravity might affect phenom
ena probing space-time at distances significantly larger t
the Planck lengthLp;10235 m ~but significantly shorter
than distance scales probed in ordinary particle physics
gravity experiments!. This physical picture is motivated b
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the huge gap between the minute Planck length and the
tance scales probed in present-day particle physics or gr
tational experiments. The size of this gap provides moti
tion for exploring the possibility that on the way to Planc
length physics a few intermediate steps of partial unificat
of gravity and quantum mechanics might be required bef
reaching full unification. Of course, as long as we are lack
direct experimental evidence to the contrary, it is also r
sonable to work~as many distinguished colleagues do! on
the hypothesis that gravitation and quantum mechan
should merge directly into a fully developed quantum gra
ity, but in the present article~as in the previous papers@10–
12#! I shall be concerned with the investigation of the pro
erties that one could demand of a theory suitable for a fi
stage of partial unification of gravity and quantum mecha
ics. In particular, I shall review the arguments presented
Refs. @11,12# suggesting that the most significant implic
tions of quantum gravity for low-energy~large-distance!
physics might be associated with the structure of the n
trivial ‘‘quantum-gravity vacuum.’’ A satisfactory picture o
this quantum-gravity vacuum is not available at present,
therefore we must generically characterize it as the appro
ate new concept that in quantum gravity takes the place
the ordinary concept of ‘‘empty space;’’ however, it is pla
sible that some of the arguments by Wheeler, Hawking a
others~see, e.g., Refs.@13,14# and references therein!, which
have attempted to develop an intuitive description of
quantum-gravity vacuum, might have captured at least so
of its actual properties.

Other possible elements for the search of a theory suita
for a first stage of partial unification of gravity and quantu
mechanics come from studies suggesting that this unifica
might require a novel relationship between ‘‘measuring a
paratus’’ and ‘‘system.’’ My intuition on the nature of thi
new relationship is mostly based on work by Bergmann a
Smith @15# and the observations I reported in Refs.@10,12#,
which took as starting point an analysis by Salecker a
Wigner @16#.

The intuition emerging from these considerations on
novel relationship between measuring apparatus and sy
and by a Wheeler-Hawking picture of the quantum-grav
vacuum are not sufficient for the full development of a ne
formalism describing the first stage of partial unification
gravity and quantum mechanics, but they provide encoura
©2000 The American Physical Society15-1
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ment for the search of a formalism based on a mechanics
exactly of the type of ordinary quantum mechanics. Mo
over, one can use this emerging intuition for rough estima
of certain candidate quantum-gravity effects. The estima
most relevant for the present article are the ones concer
the space-time ‘‘fuzziness’’ which modern interferomete
could investigate following Ref.@8#.

A prediction of nearly all approaches to the unification
gravity and quantum mechanics is that at very short distan
the sharp classical concept of space-time should give wa
a somewhat ‘‘fuzzy’’~or ‘‘foamy’’ ! picture ~see, e.g., Refs
@13,14,17,18#!, but it is usually very hard to characterize th
fuzziness in physical operative terms. In Sec. II I provide
operative definition of fuzzy distance, which uses the pr
erties of interferometers. I also introduce a rather gen
parametrization of distance fuzziness, which could be us
in the analysis or interpretation of experimental results. S
tion III is devoted to some heuristic arguments which can
used to estimate the nature and magnitude of the quan
fluctuations that might affect distances if space-time hosts
intrinsic mechanism for decoherence. I shall search for p
sible ~but admittedly ‘‘optimistic’’! estimates of the relevan
quantum-gravity effects, and, although quantitative estima
will be derived, the true emphasis is on the qualitative
pects of the phenomena, since this type of information co
be helpful to colleagues on the experimental side in es
lishing how to look for these phenomena. Some of the e
mates I provide are motivated by studies of the measurab
of distances in quantum gravity. A second group of estima
is motivated by arguments of ‘‘consistency’’~in the sense
discussed later! with recent proposals@4,19,20# of quantum-
gravity induced deformation of the dispersion relation th
characterizes the propagation of massless particles. A
these arguments indicate that a priority for interferomet
based tests of space-time fuzziness must be high sensi
at low frequencies, and I hope this will be taken into acco
in planning future interferometers.

In Sec. IV I shall observe~extending the related observa
tions reported in Ref.@8#! that the remarkable sensitivit
achieved by modern interferometers, the ones prima
searching for gravity waves@21–25#, places significant con
straints on the nature and magnitude of distance fuzzin
Perhaps the most intuitive way to characterize the obtai
bounds is given by the fact that we are now in a position
rule out a picture of fuzzy space-time such that the 40
arms of the interferometer considered in Ref.@22# would be
affected by minute Planck-length fluctuations occurring a
rate of one per each Planck time (tp5Lp /c;3310244 s). In
Sec. V I discuss the aspects of certain existing quantum g
ity approaches which are in one or another way related to
type of fuzzy space-times considered in Sec. II. In Sec. V
discuss how the class of experiments proposed in Ref.@8#
~and here analyzed in detail! complements other proposals
quantum gravity experiments. I also outline the general f
tures that an experiment must have in order to uncover
pects of the interplay between gravitation and quantum
chanics. In Sec. VII I use the results discussed in Secs. I
to better define the idea of a theory appropriate for the
scription of a first stage of partial unification of gravity an
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quantum mechanics. Closing remarks, also on the outloo
quantum-gravity phenomenology, are given in Sec. VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON DISTANCE FUZZINESS

A. Operative definition of fuzzy distance

While nearly all approaches to the unification of grav
and quantum mechanics appear to lead to a somewhat f
picture of space-time, within the various formalisms it
often difficult to characterize physically this fuzzines
Rather than starting from formalism, I shall advocate an
erative definition of fuzzy space-time.1 More precisely for
the time being I shall just consider the concept of fuz
distance. I shall be guided by the expectation that at v
short distances the sharp classical concept of distance sh
give way to a somewhat fuzzy distance. Since interfero
eters are ideally suited to monitor the distance between
masses, I choose as operative definition of quantum-gra
induced fuzziness one which is expressed in terms
quantum-gravity induced noise in the read-out of interfero
eters.

In order to articulate this proposal it will prove useful
briefly review some aspects of the physics of Michelson
terferometers. These are schematically composed@21# of a
~laser! light source, a beam splitter and two fully-reflectin
mirrors placed at a distanceL from the beam splitter in or-
thogonal directions. The light beam is decomposed by
beam splitter into a transmitted beam directed toward one
the mirrors and a reflected beam directed toward the o
mirror; the beams are then reflected by the mirrors back
ward the beam splitter, where@21# they are superposed.2 The
resulting interference pattern is extremely sensitive
changes in the positions of the mirrors relative to the be
splitter. The achievable sensitivity is so high that plann
interferometers@23,24# with arm lengthsL of 3 or 4 Km
expect to detect gravity waves of amplitudeh as low as
3310222 at frequencies of about 100 Hz. This rough
means that these modern gravity-wave interferome
should monitor the~relative! positions of their test masse
~the beam splitter and the mirrors! with an accuracy@22# of
order 10218 m and better.

1Once we have a physical definition of fuzzy space-time
analysis of the various quantum-gravity formalisms could be aim
at providing predictions for this fuzziness. Of course, in order
the formalisms to provide such physical predictions it is necess
to equip them with at least some elements of a ‘‘measurem
theory.’’

2Although all modern interferometers rely on the technique
folded interferometer’s arms~the light beam bounces several time
between the beam splitter and the mirrors before superpositio!, I
shall just discuss the simpler ‘‘no-folding’’ conceptual setup. T
readers familiar with the subject can easily realize that the obse
tions here reported also apply to more realistic setups, althoug
some steps of the derivations the lengthL would have to be under-
stood as the optical length~given by the actual length of the arm
times the number of foldings!.
5-2
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
In achieving this remarkable accuracy experimental
must deal with classical-physics displacement noise sou
~e.g., thermal and seismic effects induce fluctuations in
relative positions of the test masses! and displacement nois
sources associated with effects of ordinary quantum mec
ics ~the combined minimization ofphoton shot noiseand
radiation pressure noiseleads to an irreducible noise sourc
which has its root in ordinary quantum mechanics!. The op-
erative definition of fuzzy distance which I advocate char
terizes the corresponding quantum-gravity effects as an
ditional source of displacement noise. A theory in which t
concept of distance is fundamentally fuzzy in this operat
sense would be such that the read-out of an interferom
would still be noisy ~because of quantum-gravity effect!
even in the idealized limit in which all classical-physics a
ordinary quantum-mechanics noise sources are comple
eliminated.

Adopting this operative definition of fuzzy distance, inte
ferometers are of course the natural tools for experime
tests of proposed space-time fuzziness scenarios. How
even the remarkable sensitivity estimate of order 10218 m
given above is quite far from the Planck length;10235 m,
and it might appear safe to assume that any scenario
space-time fuzziness would not observably affect the op
tion of even the most sophisticated modern interferomet
As I shall discuss in greater detail later in this article, th
scale comparison is not the correct measure of the sensit
of an interferometer to Planck-length fluctuations. Depe
ing on the nature of the conjectured space-time stocha
processes, the interferometer might be~and it is! sensitive to
the collective effect of a large number of fluctuations. T
proper way to compare a given model of distance fluct
tions and the sensitivity of a given interferometer is throu
the amplitude spectral density of predicted distance fluc
tions on one side and the amplitude spectral density of
served distance fluctuations~‘‘noise’’ ! on the other side. We
therefore need at least a rough idea of which types of am
tude spectral density of distance fluctuations could be p
dicted by quantum gravity. It is to this topic that I devote t
remainder of this section. An important quantity that I sh
use to characterize a given model of distance fluctuation
the standard deviation of these fluctuations~which we expect
to have zero mean!. I shall place special emphasis o
whether or not a given model predicts a standard devia
that grows with the time of observation. This type of sta
dard deviation would reflect an element of decoherence~or
‘‘loss of information’’! intrinsic in space-time, in the sens
that the information that an observer could store in a netw
of bodies by adjusting their distances to given values a
given initial time would degrade over time.3

3Other intuitive descriptions of the relation between certain foa
space-times and decoherence can be found in Ref.@26#. Depending
on the reader’s background it might also be useful to adopt
language of the ‘‘memory effect,’’ as done, for example, in R
@27#.
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B. Minimum-length noise and fuzziness
with Tobs-independents

While the arguments on quantum-gravity-induced loss
quantum coherence appear to favor the possibility of de
hering space-times~in the sense just discussed!, there is an
alternative viewpoint on quantum gravity, one in which t
entire formalism of ordinary quantum mechanics is taken
granted, quantum coherence is automatically preserved
accordingly one is led to a nondecohering picture of spa
time ~the standard deviation of distance fluctuations sho
be independent of the time of observation!. The fact that
these two formal intuitions~both presently unsupported b
any data! lead to opposite expectations concerning the fu
damental nature of space-time is not surprising. In fact, th
two intuitions basically represent the two simplest a
proaches to the solution of the apparent incompatibility
tween gravitation and quantum mechanics. Decohere
naturally follows from assuming that the correct theo
should preserve at least the most central elements of
general-relativistic description of gravitation, thereby forci
a modification of the laws of quantum mechanics. If inste
one assumes that all the way down to the Planck length
change be necessary for the ordinary laws of quantum
chanics, some of the general-relativistic principles wou
have to be accordingly sacrificed@1,13,14,28# eliminating
the root of the arguments in support of decoherence.

In this subsection I shall review some of the argume
relevant for the type of space-time fuzziness which could
consistent with the exact preservation of all the axioms
quantum mechanics, while in the next subsection I shall c
sider the case of space-times with an intrinsic decohere
mechanism.

The starting point is the observation that in quantu
gravity approaches based on ordinary quantum mecha
one naturally encounters a length scaleLmin , often identified
with the string length (Lstring;10234 m! or the Planck
length, which sets an absolute bound on the measurabilit
distances~a minimum uncertainty!:

dD>Lmin . ~1!

This property emerges in approaches based on cano
quantization of Einstein’s gravity when analyzing certa
gedanken experiments~see, e.g., Refs.@29,30# and references
therein!. In critical superstring theories, theories whose m
chanics is still governed by the laws of ordinary quantu
mechanics but with one-dimensional~rather than point-like!
fundamental objects, a relation of type~1! follows from the
stringy modification of Heisenberg’s uncertainty princip
@31#

dxdp>11Lstring
2 dp2. ~2!

In fact, whereas Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle allo
dx50 ~for dp→`), for all choices ofdp the uncertainty
relation ~2! givesdx>Lstring . The relation~2! is suggested
by certain analyses of string scattering@31#, but it might have
to be modified when taking into account the nonperturbat
solitonic structures of superstrings known as Dirichlet bra

y

e
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GIOVANNI AMELINO-CAMELIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 024015
@32#. In particular, evidence has been found@33# in support
of the possibility that ‘‘Dirichlet particles’’ ~Dirichlet 0
branes! could probe the structure of space-time down
scales shorter than the string length. In any case, all evide
available on critical superstring theory is consistent with
relation of type~1!, although it is probably safe to say th
some more work is still needed to firmly establish the strin
theory value ofLmin .

Having clarified that a relation of type~1! is a rather com-
mon prediction of quantum-gravity work assuming the val
ity of ordinary quantum mechanics, let me then consider h
such a relation could affect the noise levels of an interfero
eter, i.e., let me consider the type of fuzziness which co
be encoded in relation~1!.

First let me observe that relation~1! does not necessaril
encode any fuzziness; for example, relation~1! could simply
emerge from a theory based on a lattice of points with sp
ing Lmin and equipped with a measurement theory consis
with Eq. ~1!. The concept of distance in such a theory wou
not necessarily be affected by the type of stochastic p
cesses that lead to noise in an interferometer.

However, it is also possible for relation~1! to encode the
net effect of some underlying physical processes of the t
one would qualify as quantum space-time fluctuations@8,34–
37#. A very intuitive description of the way in which th
dynamics of matter distributions would be affected by t
type of fuzziness of space-time is obtained by noticing c
tain similarities@37# between a thermal environment and t
environment of quantum space-time fluctuations consis
with Eq. ~1!. This ~however preliminary! network of intui-
tions suggests that Eq.~1! could be the result of fuzziness fo
distancesD of the type associated with stochastic fluctu
tions with root-mean-square deviationsD given by

sD;Lmin . ~3!

The fact thatsD is independent of the time of observation
consistent with the nature of the conceptual framework be
considered in this subsection~‘‘nondecohering space-time’’!.
The associated displacement amplitude spectral den
Smin( f ) should roughly have a 1/Af behavior

Smin~ f !;
Lmin

Af
. ~4!

This can be justified using the observation that for
frequency-band limited from below only by the time of o
servationTobs the relation betweens and S( f ) is given by
@38#

s25E
1/Tobs

f max
@S~ f !#2d f . ~5!

Substituting theSmin( f ) of Eq. ~4! for theS( f ) of Eq. ~5! one
obtains as that approximates thesD of Eq. ~3! up to small
~logarithmic! Tobs-dependent corrections. A more detaile
description of the displacement amplitude spectral den
associated with Eq.~3! can be found in Refs.@34,35#. For the
objectives of the present article the rough estimate~4! is
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sufficient since, if indeedLmin;Lp , from Eq. ~4! one ob-
tains Smin( f );10235m/Af , which is still very far from the
sensitivity of even the most advanced modern interfero
eters@and therefore we should not be concerned with sm
corrections to Eq.~4!#.

C. Distance fuzziness in space times with intrinsic
decoherence mechanism

The network of ideas relevant for the Wheeler-Hawki
foamy or fuzzy picture of space-time and loss of quant
coherence has been discussed in numerous publication~a
sample of recent ideas in this area can be found in R
@39,36,40,41#!. However, while a substantial amount of wo
has been devoted to the ‘‘physics case’’ for quantum-grav
induced decoherence, enormous difficulties have been
countered in developing a satisfactory formalism for th
type of quantum gravity. The primary obstruction for th
search of the correct decoherence-encoding formalism is
fact that a new mechanics would be needed~ordinary quan-
tum mechanics evolves pure states into pure states! and the
indentification of such a new mechanics in the absence
any guidance from experiments is extremely hard. In parti
lar, none of the quantum-gravity approaches emerged wi
this framework has been developed to the point of allowin
definite prediction for the quantum-gravity-induced amp
tude spectral density of distance fluctuations. All one c
really say at present is that in this alternative framework o
can consider deviations from theS( f ); f 21/2 behavior of
nondecohering space-times, but the field is still quite op
with respect to the nature and magnitude of these deviati
In this context a natural starting point for a phenomenolo
cal program investigating the possibility of quantum-gravi
induced distance fluctuations appears to be provided by
following class of candidate amplitude spectral densities:4

S~ f !5 f 2b~Lb!3/2 2bcb21/2, ~6!

wherec is the speed-of-light constant, the dimensionless
rameterb carries the information on the nature of the und
lying stochastic processes and the dimensionful param
Lb carries the information on the magnitude and rate of
fluctuations.5

In Eq. ~6! the parameterb could in principle take any
value, and actually it is quite plausible that in reality th
stochastic processes~if at all present! would have a more

4Of course, a parametrization such as the one in Eq.~6! could only
be valid for frequenciesf large enough to be safely away from th
singularity atf 50. One natural candidate for this required infrar
cutoff appears to be provided by the inverse of the time or dista
scale over which the classical geometry of the space-time re
where the experiment is performed manifests significant curva
effects.

5I am assigning an indexb to Lb just in order to facilitate a
concise description of experimental bounds. For example, if d
were to rule out the fluctuations scenario with, say,b50.6 for all
values of the effective length scale down to, say, 10227 m one could
simply write the formulaLb50.6,10227 m.
5-4
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
complex structure than the simple power law codified in E
~6!. Still, at the present early stage in the investigation
short-distance properties of space-time Eq.~6! appears to be
a good tool for the exploration of the possibility o
‘‘distance-fuzziness’’ effects induced~in the sense of
Wheeler and Hawking! by quantum properties of space-tim
In particular, it seems natural to devote special attention
values ofb in the range6 1/2<b<1; in fact, as explained
above, b51/2 is the type of behavior one would expe
@34,35# in fuzzy space-times without decoherence, while
caseb51 provides the simplest model of stochastic~quan-
tum! fluctuations of distances, in which a distance is affec
by completely random minute~possibly Planck-length size!
fluctuations that can be modelled as stochastic processe
random-walk type. Values ofb somewhere in between th
casesb51/2 and b51 could provide a rough model o
space-times with decoherence effects somewhat milder
the b51 random-walk case.

Readers unfamiliar with the subject can get an intuit
picture of the relation between the value ofb and the type of
space-time decoherence here being considered by reso
again to Eq.~5!. For example, as discussed in greater de
in Ref. @38#, the caseb51 corresponds tos;ATobs, as
expected for random-walk stochastic processes,7 and there-
fore s does grow with the time of observation. Similar o
servations, but with weaker power-law dependence onTobs,
hold for values ofb in the range 1/2,b,1. @As mentioned,
in the limiting caseb51/2 theTobs dependence turns from
power-law to logarithmic, and this is of course the clos
one can get to modeling space-times without decohere
within the parametrization set up in Eq.~6!.#

In closing this subsection it seems worth adding a f
comments on the stochastic processes here considered
example, in most physical contexts a series of random s
does not lead toATobs dependence ofs because often the
nature of the problem is such that through the fluctuati
dissipation theorem the original form of theTobs dependence
gets partly compensated. In other words, as exemplified
the phenomenon of Brownian motion, in most physical co
texts involving one sort or another of random steps ther
also a ‘‘restoring mechanism.’’ Extrapolating this intuition
the point of imagining such a restoring mechanism ass
ated with the intrinsic fluctuations of space-time itself is no
trivial. We are far enough from an understanding of the fu
damental nature of space-time that such a resto
mechanism cannot be ruled out, but it also seems worth
ploring the possibility that the type of underlying dynami

6In addition, to the range 1/2<b<1 it might be reasonable, sinc
b50 corresponds to the case of ‘‘white noise’’~which is frequently
encountered in various areas of physics!, to also focus on values o
b between 0 and 1/2. I postpone the discussion of these possibi
to future work.

7The interested reader can find several studies relevant to the
eral random-walk-noise relation betweens;ATobs and S( f )
; f 21. A good starting point is provided by Ref.@38#.
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of quantum space-time be such that the fluctuati
dissipation theorem be satisfied without a restoring mec
nism. This is an intuition which apparently is shared by oth
authors; in fact, the study reported in Ref.@42# ~which fol-
lowed by a few months Ref.@8#, but clearly was the result o
independent work! also models some implication of quantu
space-time~the ones that affect time measurement! with sto-
chastic processes whose underlying dynamics does not
duce any dissipation and therefore the ‘‘fluctuation contrib
tion’’ to the Tobs dependence remains unaffected, althou
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is fully taken into a
count.

Assuming that the elementary stochastic process
space-time fluctuations can be modeled as some sort of
dom step, the parameterb which I am using to characteriz
the f dependence of the amplitude spectral density can
seen as parametrizing the strength of a possible resto
mechanism: without restoring mechanism a series of rand
steps with very short correlation would lead tob51 while
values ofb smaller than 1 could correspond to the presen
of a restoring mechanism.

Another aspect of space-time fluctuations which mig
appear counterintuitive with respect to the experience
ordinary-physics stochastic processes emerges when a
ing the idea of space-time fluctuations to the mirrors of
interferometer. Since the mirrors of an interferometer are
sically extremities of a pendulum, the reader might at fi
find counterintuitive that theTobs dependence ofs for ex-
tremely largeTobs would seem to give values ofs too large
to be consistent with the structure of a pendulum~even if
suppressed by a very small prefactor, as it happens when
scale of the fluctuations is set by the Planck length,
Tobs-dependent contribution tos can eventually become
large for sufficiently largeTobs). This is a misleading intu-
ition which originates from the experience with ordina
~non-quantum-gravity! analyses of the pendulum. In fact, th
dynamics of an ordinary pendulum has one extrem
‘‘fixed’’ to a very heavy and rigid body, while the othe
extremity is fixed to a much lighter body. The usual stoch
tic processes considered in the study of the pendulum af
the heavier body in a totally negligible way, while they ha
strong impact on the dynamics of the lighter body. Quantu
gravity-induced distance fluctuations would plausibly affe
a pendulum as stochastic processes which are of the s
magnitude both for its heavier and its lighter extremi
~They are fluctuations of space-time itself rather than
result of some collisions with matter particles in a conve
tional classical space-time.! In particular in the directions
orthogonal to the vertical axis the stochastic processes a
the position of the center of mass of the entire pendulum
as they would affect the position of the center of mass of a
other body~the string that connects the two extremities
the pendulum would not affect the motion of its center
mass!. With respect to the application of some of these co
siderations to modern gravity-wave interferometers it is a
important to keep in mind that the measurement strategy
these interferometers requires that their test masses be
falling.
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III. SOME CANDIDATE FUZZINESS SCENARIOS

As mentioned in the preceding section, while a substan
amount of work has been devoted to the ‘‘physics case’’
quantum-gravity-induced decoherence, enormous difficul
have been encountered in developing a satisfactory form
ism for this type of quantum gravity, mostly because one
seeking a new mechanics without any guidance from exp
ments. The general parametrization~6! reflects this lack of
precise guidance from theory results. When a satisfac
workable formalism implementing the Wheeler-Hawking i
tuition on quantum-gravity-induced decoherence becom
available, we will be in a position to extract from it a speci
form of the stochastic processes characterizing the assoc
foamy space-time, with a definite prediction forS( f ). In the
meantime, besides seeking guidance from experiments
can attempt to get some intuition for the short-distance pr
erties of space-time by using heuristic arguments based
general expectations for the interplay between gravita
and quantum mechanics. In this section I use two types
such arguments. The first type is based on ‘‘in-princip
studies’’ of the measurability of distances in quantum gr
ity, which are a recent development along the research
started by Salecker and Wigner8 in the 1950s@16#, while the
second type of arguments is based on a requirement of
sistency with recent proposals@4,19,20# of quantum-gravity

8The classic Salecker-Wigner work@16# is criticized in the paper
@43# ~i.e., long after the present article, had already been subm
for publication!. As I explain in detail in Ref.@44#, the analysis
reported in Ref.@43# is incorrect. Whereas Salecker and Wign
sought an operative definition of distances suitable for the Pla
regime, the analysis in Ref.@43# relies on several assumptions th
appear to be natural in the context of most present-day experim
but are not even meaningful in the Planck regime. Moreover, c
trary to the claim made in Ref.@43#, the source ofATobs uncertainty
used in the Salecker-Wigner derivation cannot be truly elimina
unsurprisingly, it can only be traded@44# for another comparable
contribution to the total uncertainty in the measurement. In addi
to this incorrect criticism of the limit derived by Salecker an
Wigner, Ref. @43# also misrepresented the role of the Saleck
Wigner limit in providing motivation for the interferometric studie
here considered~and originally proposed in Ref.@8#!: the reader
could come out of reading Ref.@43# with the impression that such
interferometry-based tests would only be sensitive to quant
gravity ideas motivated by the Salecker-Wigner limit. As emph
sized in the present article motivation for this phenomenolog
program also comes from a long tradition of ideas~developing in-
dependently of the ideas related to the Salecker-Wigner limit! on
foamy or fuzzy space-time, and from recent work on the possib
that quantum gravity might induce a deformation of the dispers
relation that characterizes the propagation of the massless par
used as space-time probes in the operative definition of distan
This is already quite clear at least to a portion of the community;
example, in recent work@45# on foamy space-times~without any
reference to the Salecker-Wigner related literature! the type of
modern-interferometer sensitivity exposed here and in Ref.@8# was
used to constrain certain novel candidate quantum-gravity effe
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induced deformation of the dispersion relation that charac
izes the propagation of the massless particles used as s
time probes in the operative definition of distances.

A. Random-walk noise motivated by the analysis
of a Salecker-Wigner gedanken experiment

In this subsection I consider some bounds on the mea
ability of distances which appear to emerge when taking i
account the quantum properties of devices. It is well und
stood~see, e.g., Refs.@10,12,15,26,28,46,47#! that the com-
bination of the gravitational properties and the quant
properties of devices can have an important role in the an
sis of the operative definition of gravitational observabl
Since the analyses@29–31,33# that led to the proposal of Eq
~3! only treated the devices in a completely idealized man
~assuming that one could ignore any contribution to the
certainty in the measurement ofD due to the gravitationa
and quantum properties of devices!, it is not surprising that
analyses that took into account the gravitational and quan
properties of devices found more significant limitations
the measurability of distances.

Actually, by ignoring the way in which the gravitationa
properties and the quantum properties of devices combin
measurements of geometry-related physical properties
system one misses some of the fundamental elements of
elty we should expect for the interplay of gravitation a
quantum mechanics; in fact, one would be missing an e
ment of novelty which is deeply associated with the equi
lence principle. In measurements of physical propert
which are not geometry-related one can safely resort to
idealized description of devices. For example, in the fam
Bohr-Rosenfeld analysis@48# of the measurability of the
electromagnetic field it was shown that the accuracy allow
by the formalism of ordinary quantum mechanics could
achieved using idealized test particles with vanishing ra
between electric charge and inertial mass. Attempts to g
eralize the Bohr-Rosenfeld analysis to the study of grav
tional fields ~see, e.g., Ref.@15#! are of course confronted
with the fact that the ratio between gravitational ‘‘charge
~mass! and inertial mass is fixed by the equivalence pr
ciple. While ideal devices with vanishing ratio between ele
tric charge and inertial mass can be considered at leas
principle, devices with vanishing ratio between gravitation
mass and inertial mass are not admissible in any~however
formal! limit of the laws of gravitation. This observatio
provides one of the strongest elements in support of the
@12# that the mechanics on which quantum gravity is bas
must not be exactly the one of ordinary quantum mechan
since it should accommodate a somewhat different relat
ship between ‘‘system’’ and ‘‘measuring apparatus.’’@In
particular, the new mechanics should not rely on the ide
ized measuring apparatus which plays such a central rol
the mechanics laws of ordinary quantum mechanics, as il
trated by the ‘‘Copenhagen interpretation.’’#

In trying to develop some intuition for the type of fuzz
ness that could affect the concept of distance in quan
gravity, it might be useful to consider the way in which th
interplay between the gravitational and the quantum prop
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ties of devices affects the measurability of distances. In R
@10,12# I have argued9 that a natural starting point for thi
type of analysis is provided by the procedure for the m
surement of distances which was discussed in influen
work by Salecker and Wigner@16#. These authors ‘‘mea
sured’’ ~in the ‘‘gedanken’’ sense! the distanceD between
two bodies by exchanging a light signal between them. T
measurement procedure requiresattaching10 a light-gun~i.e.,
a device capable of sending a light signal when triggered!, a
detector and a clock to one of the two bodies andattachinga
mirror to the other body. By measuring the timeTobs ~time
of observation! needed by the light signal for a two-wa
journey between the bodies one also obtains a measure
of the distanceD. For example, in Minkowski space an
neglecting quantum effects one simply finds thatD
5cTobs/2. Within this setup it is easy to realize that th
interplay between the gravitational and the quantum prop
ties of devices leads to an irreducible contribution to
uncertaintydD. In order to see this it is sufficient to consid
the contribution todD coming from the uncertainties tha
affect the motion of the center of mass of the system co
posed by the light-gun, the detector and the clock. Deno
with x* andv* the position and the velocity of the center
mass of this composite device relative to the position of
body to which it isattached, and assuming that the exper
mentalists prepare this device in a state characterized by
certaintiesdx* anddv* , one easily finds@16,12#

dD>dx* 1Tobsdv* >dx* 1S 1

Mb
1

1

Md
D\Tobs

2dx*

>A\Tobs

2 S 1

Mb
1

1

Md
D , ~7!

whereMb is the mass of the body,Md is the total mass of the
device composed of the light-gun, the detector, and
clock, and the right-hand-side relation follows from obse
ing that Heisenberg’suncertainty principleimplies dx* dv*
>(1/Mb11/Md)\/2. @N.B.: the reduced mass (1/Mb

11/Md)21 is relevant for the relative motion.# Clearly, from
Eq. ~7! it follows that in order to eliminate the contributio
to the uncertainty coming from the quantum properties of
devices it is necessary to take the formal ‘‘classical-dev

9The Salecker-Wigner measurement procedure was also the
ing point of the analyses reported in Refs.@26,49#, which however
approached the issue of measurability from a significantly differ
viewpoint ~see comments in Sec. V!.

10Of course, for consistency with causality, in such contexts
assumes devices to be ‘‘attached non-rigidly,’’ and, in particu
the relative position and velocity of their centers of mass conti
to satisfy the standard uncertainty relations of quantum mecha
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limit,’’ i.e., the limit 11 of infinitely largeMd .
Up to this point I have not yet taken into account t

gravitational properties of the devices and in fact t
‘‘classical-device limit’’ encountered above is fully consi
tent with the laws of ordinary quantum mechanics. From
physical or phenomenological and conceptual viewpoint i
well understood that the formalism of quantum mechanic
only appropriate for the description of the results of measu
ments performed by classical devices. It is therefore
surprising12 that the classical-device~infinite-mass! limit
turned out to be required in order to reproduce the predic
mindD50 of ordinary quantum mechanics~which, as well
known, allowsdA50 for any single observableA, since it
only limits the combined measurability of pairs of conjuga
observables!.

If one also takes into account the gravitational propert
of the devices, a conflict with ordinary quantum mechan
immediately arises because the classical-device~infinite-
mass! limit is in principle inadmissible for measuremen
concerning gravitational effects. As the devices get more
more massive they increasingly disturb the gravitational
geometrical observables, and well before reaching
infinite-mass limit the procedures for the measurement
gravitational observables cannot be meaningfully perform
@10,12,26#. In the Salecker-Wigner measurement proced
the limit Md→` is not admissible when gravitational inte
actions are taken into account.@At the very least the value o

rt-

t

e
,
e
s.

11A body of finite mass can acquire a nearly-classical behav
when immerged in a suitable environment~environment-induced
decoherence!. However, one of the central hypothesis of the wo
of Salecker and Wigner and followers is that the quantum proper
of devices should not be negligible in quantum gravity, and tha
particular the in-principle operative definition of distances~which
we expect to lie at the foundations of quantum gravity! should not
rely on environment-induced decoherence. It appears worth exp
ing the implications of this hypothesis not only because quan
gravity could be a truly fundamental theory~rather than the effec-
tive large-distance description of a more fundamental theory! but
also because the operative definition of distances in quantum g
ity should be applicable all the way down to the Planck length. I
even plausible@16,50# that quantum gravity should accommoda
an operative definition of a material reference system compose
a network of free-falling particles with relative distances comp
rable to the Planck length. Within the framework of these intuitio
it is indeed quite hard to imagine a decoherence-inducing envi
ment suitable for the in-principle operative definition of distances
quantum gravity. As emphasized in Ref.@44#, the analysis reported
in Ref. @43# missed this important conceptual element of t
Salecker-Wigner approach.

12Perhaps more troubling is the fact that mindD50 appears to
require not only an infinitely largeMd but also an infinitely large
Mb . One feels somewhat uncomfortable treating the mass of
bodies whose distance is being measured as a parameter o
apparatus. This might be another pointer to the fact that quan
measurement of gravitational or geometric observables requir
novel conceptualization of quantum mechanics. I postpone the
sideration of this point to future work.
5-7
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GIOVANNI AMELINO-CAMELIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 024015
Md is limited by the requirement that the apparatus sho
not turn into a black hole, which would not allow the e
change of signals required by the measurement proced#
These observations, which appear to render inaccessible
limit of vanishingly small right-hand side of Eq.~7!, provide
motivation for the possibility@10,12# that in quantum gravity
any measurement that monitors a distanceD for a timeTobs
is affected by quantum fluctuations such that13

dD>ALQGcTobs, ~8!

whereLQG could in principle be an independent fundamen
length scale~a length scale characterizing the nature of
novel quantum-gravity relationship between system and
paratus!, but one is tempted to consider the possibility th
LQG be simply related to the Planck length. Interesting
according to Eq.~8! the Salecker-Wigner measurement o
distanceD, which requires a time 2D/c, would be affected
by an uncertainty of magnitudeALQGD.

Of course, the analyses reported above and in R
@10,12# do not necessarily indicate that fuzziness of the ty
operatively defined in Sec. II should be responsible for
measurability bound~8!. The intuitive or heuristic argument
I advocated can provide a~tentative! estimate of the measur
ability bound, but a full quantum-gravity theory woud b
required in order to be able to determine which phenom
could be responsible for the bound. If one assumes tha
deed fuzziness of the type operatively defined in Sec. I
responsible for the measurability bound~8! one is led to the
possibility that a distanceD would be affected by fundamen
tal stochastic fluctuations with the type of root-mean-squ
deviationsD characteristic of ‘‘random walk noise’’@38#:

sD;ALQGcTobs. ~9!

As discussed in Sec. II, the type ofTobs dependence o
Eq. ~9! corresponds tob51, i.e.,

S~ f !5 f 21ALQGc. ~10!

If indeed LQG;Lp , from Eq. ~10! one obtains S( f )
; f 21(5310214 mAHz). As I shall discuss in detail later, b
the standards of modern interferometers this noise leve
quite significant, and therefore, before discussing other e
mates of distance fuzziness, let us see whether the n
guessLQG;Lp can be justified within the argument used

13Note that Eq.~8! sets a minimum uncertainty which takes on
into account the quantum and gravitational properties of the m
suring apparatus. Of course, an even tighter bound might em
when taking into account also the quantum and gravitational p
erties of the system under observation. However, based on o
vations reported in Refs.@29,30# it appears likely that the contribu
tion to the uncertainty coming from the system is of the typedD
>Lp , so that the total contribution~summing the system and th
apparatus contributions! would be of the type dD>Lp

1ALQGcTobs which in nearly all contexts of interest~satisfying
cTobs@Lp) can be approximated by completely neglecting theLp

correction originating from the properties of the system.
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arriving at Eq.~8!. Since Eq.~8! was motivated from Eq.~7!,
and in going from Eq.~7! to Eq. ~8! the scaleLQG was
introduced to parametrize the minimum allowed value
1/Mb11/Md , we could get some intuition forLQG by trying
to establish this minimum allowed value of 1/Mb11/Md . As
mentioned, a conservative~possibly very conservative! esti-
mate of this minimum value can be obtained by enforc
that Mb andMd be at least sufficiently small to avoid blac
hole formation. In leading order~e.g., assuming correspond
ing spherical symmetries! this amounts to the requiremen
that Mb,\Sb /(cLp

2) and Md,\Sd /(cLp
2), where the

lengthsSb and Sd characterize thesizesof the regions of
space where the matter distributions associated withMb and
Md are localized. This observation implies

1

Mb
1

1

Md
.

cLp
2

\ S 1

Sb
1

1

Sd
D , ~11!

which in turn suggests@10# that LQG;min@Lp
2(1/Sb11/Sd)#:

dD>minAS 1

Sb
1

1

Sd
DLp

2cTobs

2
. ~12!

Of course, this estimate is very preliminary since a full qua
tum gravity would be needed here; in particular, the way
which black holes were handled in my argument might ha
missed important properties which could become clear o
once we have the correct theory. However, it is neverthe
striking to observe that the naive guessLQG;Lp appears
extremely far from the intuition emerging from this estima
in fact, LQG;Lp would require that the maximum admis
sible value ofSd ~andSb) be of orderLp . Since our analysis
only holds for bodies and devices that can be treated as
proximately rigid14 and any nonrigidity would introduce ad
ditional contributions to the uncertainties, it is reasonable
assume that max@Sd# be some small length~small enough that
any nonrigidity would negligibly affect the measureme
procedure!, but the condition max@Sd#;Lp appears rather ex
treme. As I shall discuss in Sec. IV, already available exp
mental data rule outLQG;Lp in Eq. ~10!, and therefore if
the f 21 dependence of Eq.~10! is verified in the physical
world ~which is of course only one of the possibilities!
max@Sd# must be somewhat larger thanLp . As long as this
type of analysis involves a max@Sd# which is independent of
dD one still findsATobs dependence ofsD @i.e., f 21 depen-
dence ofS( f )]. If the correct quantum gravity is such tha
something like Eq.~12! holds but with max@Sd# that depends
on dD and/orTobs, one would have a differentTobs depen-

a-
ge
p-
er-

14The fact that I have included only one contribution from t
quantum properties of the devices, the one associated with
quantum properties of the motion of the center of mass, implic
relies on the assumption that the devices can be treated as app
mately rigid. Any nonrigidity of the devices could introduce add
tional contributions to the uncertainty in the measurement ofD.
5-8
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
dence~and correspondingf dependence!, as I shall show in
one example discussed in Sec. III D.

B. Random-walk noise motivated by linear deformation
of dispersion relation

Another candidate quantum-gravity effect that provid
some encouragement for the random-walk noise scenario
emerged in the context of studies of quantum-gravity
duced@4,19,20,51,52# deformation of the dispersion relatio
that characterizes the propagation of the massless part
used as space-time probes in the operative definition of
tances.

Deformed dispersion relations are not uncommon in
quantum-gravity literature. For example, they emerge na
rally in quantum-gravity scenarios requiring a modificati
of Lorentz symmetry. Modifications of Lorentz symmet
could result from space-time discreteness, a possibility
tensively investigated in the quantum-gravity literature~see,
e.g., Refs.@53#!, and it would also naturally result from a
‘‘active’’ quantum-gravity vacuum of the type advocated
Wheeler and Hawking~such a vacuum might physically la
bel the space-time points!.

While most quantum-gravity approaches will lead to d
formed dispersion relations, the specific structure of the
formation can differ significantly from model to model. As
suming that the deformation admits a series expansio
small energiesE, and parametrizing the deformation in term
of an energy15 scaleEQG ~a scale, often identified with the
Planck energyEp;1019 GeV, characterizing the onset o
strong quantum-gravity dispersion effects!, one would expect
to be able to approximate the deformed dispersion relatio
low energies according to

c2p2.E2F11jS E

EQG
D aG , ~13!

where the powera and the sign ambiguityj561 would be
fixed in a given dynamical framework. For example, in so
of the approaches based on dimensionful ‘‘k ’’ quantum de-
formations of Poincare´ symmetries@51,52# one finds evi-
dence of a dispersion relation for massless particlesc2p2

5EQG
2 @12eE/EQG#2, and thereforej5a51.

Scenarios~13! with a51 are in a sense consistent wi
random-walk noise. In fact, an experiment involving as
device~as a probe! a massless particle satisfying the disp
sion relation~13! with a51 would be naturally affected by
device-induced uncertainty that grows withATobs. This is
for example true in quantum-gravity scenarios in which
Hamiltonian equation of motionẋi5]H/]pi is still valid ~at
least approximately!, where the deformed dispersion relatio
~13! leads to energy-dependent velocities for massless
ticles

15I parametrize deformations of dispersion relations in terms o
energy scaleEQG , while I parametrize the proposals for measu
ability bounds with a length scaleLQG .
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2 D jS E

EQG
D aG , ~14!

and consequently the uncertainty in the position of the ma
less probe when a timeTobs has lapsed since the observ
~experimentalist! set off the measurement procedure is giv
by

dx.cdt1dvTobs.cdt1
11a

2
a

Ea21dE

EQG
a

cTobs, ~15!

wheredt is the uncertainty in the time of emission of th
probe,dv is the uncertainty in the velocity of the probe,dE
is the uncertainty in the energy of the probe, and I used
relation betweendv and dE that follows from Eq.~14!.
Since the uncertainty in the time of emission of a particle a
the uncertainty in its energy are related16 by dtdE>\, Eq.
~15! can be turned into an absolute bound on the uncerta
in the position of the massless probe when a timeTobs has
lapsed since the observer set off the measurement proce

dx>c
\

dE
1

11a

2
a

Ea21dE

EQG
a

Tobs

>AS a1a2

2 D S E

EQG
D a21 c2\Tobs

EQG
, ~16!

where I also used the fact that in principle the observer
prepare the probe in a state with desireddE, so it is legiti-
mate to minimize the uncertainty with respect to the fr
choice ofdE.

For a51 theE dependence on the right-hand side of E
~16! disappears and one is led again to adx of the type
const3ATobs:

dx>Ac2\Tobs

EQG
. ~17!

When massless probes are used in the measurement
distanceD the uncertainty~17! in the position of the probe
translates directly into an uncertainty onD:

dD>Ac2\Tobs

EQG
. ~18!

n

16It is well understood that thedtdE>\ relation is valid only in a
weaker sense than, say, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principledxdp
>\. This has its roots in the fact that the time appearing
quantum-mechanics equations is just a parameter~not an operator!,
and in general there is no self-adjoint operator canonically con
gate to the total energy, if the energy spectrum is bounded f
below @42,54#. However,dtdE>\ does relatedt intended as un-
certainty in the time of emission of a particle anddE intended as
uncertainty in the energy of that same particle.
5-9
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GIOVANNI AMELINO-CAMELIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 024015
This was already observed in Refs.@11,19,52# which consid-
ered the implications of deformed dispersion relations~13!
with a51 for the operative definition of distances.

If we assume again that such measurability bou
emerge in a full quantum gravity as a result of correspond
quantum fluctuations~fuzziness!, we are led once again t
random-walk noise:

sD;Ac2\Tobs

EQG
. ~19!

C. Noise motivated by quadratic deformation
of dispersion relation

In the preceding Sec. III C I observed that quantu
gravity deformed dispersion relations~13! with a51 can
also motivate random-walk noisesD;const3ATobs. If we
use the same line of reasoning that connects a measura
bound to a scenario for fuzziness whenaÞ1 we find sD

;G(E/EQG)ATobs, where G(E/EQG) is a (a-dependent!
function of E/EQG . However, in these cases withaÞ1
clearly the connection between measurability bound
fuzzy-distance scenario cannot be too direct; in fact, this c
nection appears to require a counterpart in the fuzzy-dista
scenario for the dependence of the measurability bound
the energyE of the probe. One possibility is that ifaÞ1 the
interferometer noise levels induced by space-time fuzzin
might be of the type@see Eq.~16!#

sD;AS a1a2

2 D S E*

EQG
D a21 c2\Tobs

EQG
, ~20!

whereE* is some energy scale characterizing the phys
context under consideration.@For example, at the intuitive
level one might conjecture thatE* could characterize som
sort of energy density associated with quantum fluctuati
of space-time or an energy scale associated with the ma
of the devices used in the measurement process.#

Sincea>1 in all quantum-gravity approaches believed
support deformed dispersion relations, and since it is q
plausible thatEQG would be rather close to 1019 GeV, it
appears likely that the factor (E* /EQG)a21 would suppress
the random-walk noise effect.

D. Noise with fÀ5Õ6 amplitude spectral density

In this subsection I discuss an argument that suggests
possibility: dD;Tobs

1/3 . This is formally the same type o
relation obtained from a different viewpoint~see comments
in Sec. V! in Refs.@26,49#. Importantly, thef 25/6 amplitude
spectral density that was derived for this scenario in Ref.@8#
turns out to compare very interestingly with experimen
data, in the sense that, as clarified in the next section, p
ently available data fall just short of probing this possibil
while the experiments that will soon start operating can p
vide rather sensitive tests.

The way in which I shall here obtain theTobs
1/3 behavior is

based on the observation I made in Sec. III A that a relev
measurability bound could be derived by simply insisti
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that the devices do not turn into black holes. That obser
tion allowed to derive Eq.~12!, which expresses the mini
mum uncertaintydD on the measurement of a distanceD
~i.e., the measurability bound forD) as proportional toATobs

andA(1/Sb11/Sd). Within that derivation the minimum un
certainty is therefore obtained in correspondence of the m
mum value of 1/Sb11/Sd consistent with the structure of th
measurement procedure. I was led to consider how largeSd
could be while still allowing to disregard any nonrigidity i
the quantum motion of the device~which would otherwise
lead to additional contributions to the uncertainties!. I found
some motivation for the random-walk noise scenario by s
ply assuming that max@Sd# be independent ofTobs and inde-
pendent of the accuracydD that the observer would wish to
achieve. However, as already argued earlier in this arti
the same physical intuition that motivates some of the fu
space-time scenarios here considered also suggests
quantum gravity might require a novel measurement theo
possibly involving a new type of relationship between sy
tem and measuring apparatus. Based on this intuition
seems reasonable to contemplate the possibility that max@Sd#
might actually depend ondD.

It is such a scenario that I want to consider in this su
section. In particular I want to consider the case max@Sd#
;dD, which, besides being simple, has the plausible pr
erty that it allows only small devices if the uncertainty to
achieved is small, while it would allow corresponding
larger devices if the observer was content with a larger
certainty. This is also consistent with the idea that eleme
of nonrigidity in the quantum motion of extended devic
might be negligible if anyway the measurement is not aim
for great accuracy, while they might even lead to the m
significant contributions to the uncertainty if all othe
sources of uncertainty are very small. It also seems plaus
that ‘‘large’’ devices would not be suitable for very accura
space-time measurements while they might be admissib
space-time is being probed rather softly.

In this scenario with max@Sd#;dD, Eq. ~12! takes the
form

dD>AS 1

Sb
1

1

Sd
DLp

2cTobs

2
>ALp

2cTobs

2dD
, ~21!

which actually gives

dD>S 1

2
Lp

2cTobsD 1/3

. ~22!

As already done with the other measurability bounds d
cussed in this article, I shall take Eq.~22! as motivation for
the investigation of the corresponding fuzziness scena
characterized by

sD;~ L̃QG
2 cTobs!

1/3. ~23!

Notice that in this equation I replacedLp with a generic
length scaleL̃QG , since it is possible that the heuristic arg
ment leading to Eq.~23! might have captured the qualitativ
structure of the phenomenon while providing an incorr
5-10
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
estimate of the relevant length scale. As discussed late
this article significant bounds on this length scale can be
by experimental data, so we can take a phenomenolog
attitude towardL̃QG .

As one can verify for example using Eq.~5!, the Tobs
1/3

dependence ofsD is associated@8# with displacement ampli-
tude spectral density withf 25/6 behavior:

S~ f !5 f 25/6~ L̃QG
2 c!1/3. ~24!

For Lb55/6[L̃QG;10235 m ~note thatL̃QG corresponds to
Lb55/6 in the notation set up in Sec. II! this equation would
predictS( f )5 f 25/6(3310221 mHz1/3).

IV. COMPARISON WITH GRAVITY-WAVE
INTERFEROMETER DATA

In this section I discuss the potential of modern interf
ometers for the investigation of the two-parameter space
Eq. ~6!. In giving intuition for the significance of the bound
that can be obtained using these interferometers I shall o
refer to three representative cases: the caseb51/2, corre-
sponding to the hypothesis that space-time would not h
any decoherence in the sense discussed in Sec. II, the
b51, corresponding to the simple random-walk scenario
space-time fluctuations for which we found additional~how-
ever heuristic and indirect! motivation in the preceding sec
tion, and the caseb55/6, representative of all the scenari
with 1/2,b,1 and being singled out by the additional su
porting argument discussed in the preceding section. I s
freely switch back and forth between the notation adopte
Sec. II and the notation adopted in Sec. III:Lb51/2[Lmin ,
Lb51[LQG , Lb55/6[L̃QG .

The discussion of the fuzziness scenarios considere
the preceding sections was consistent with the assump
that the length scaleLb characterizing fuzziness would be
general fundamental property of quantum gravity, indep
dent of the peculiarities of the specific experimental conte
However, as illustrated by the discussion in Secs. III A a
III C, it is also plausible thatLb would not be a universa
length scale,i.e. it might depend on some specific properti
of the experimental context. The possibility that the ‘‘ma
nitude’’ of space-time fuzziness might depend on the spec
context and experimental setup is also consistent with
arguments which support the possibility of a novel quantu
gravity relationship between system and measuring app
tus. If the length scale characterizing fuzziness depende
this relationship it might take different values in differe
experimental setups.

Postponing to future phenomenological studies this po
bility of context-dependent value of the scale characteriz
the magnitude of the distance fluctuations, I shall here
cuss the bounds set onLb by data collected at theCaltech
40-meter interferometer. Before I do that, let me observ
that, while conceptually they represent drastic departu
from conventional physics, phenomenologically distan
fluctuations of the type described by Eq.~6! could encode
only minute effects. For example, forLb;Lp the corre-
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sponding fluctuations would lead, for all values ofb, to a
standard deviation not greater than 1025 m on a time of ob-
servation as large as 1010 years~and the size of the whole
observable universe is about 1010 light years!. However, the
precision @21# of modern interferometers is such that th
can provide significant information at least on the scena
with values ofb toward the high end of the interesting in
terval 1/2<b<1. In fact, as already mentioned in Sec. II, th
operation of interferometers is based on the detection
minute changes in the positions of some test masses~relative
to the position of a beam splitter!. If these positions were
affected by quantum fluctuations of the type discussed ab
the operation of interferometers would effectively involve
additional source of noise due to quantum-gravity. This o
servation allows to set interesting bounds already using
isting noise-level data obtained at theCaltech 40-meter in-
terferometer, which has achieved@22# displacement noise
levels with amplitude spectral density lower tha
10218 m/AHz for frequencies between 200 and 2000 Hz.
seen by straightforward comparison with Eqs.~6!,~10! these
sensitivity levels clearly rule out all values ofLQG ~i.e.,
Lb51) down to the Planck length. Actually, even values
LQG significantly smaller than the Planck length are inco
sistent with the data reported in Ref.@22#; in particular, by
confronting Eqs.~6!,~10! with the observed noise level o
3310219 m/AHz near 450 Hz, which is the best achieved
the Caltech 40-meter interferometer, one obtains the bound
LQG<10240 m.

In order to get some intuition for the significance of th
bound let me observe that a value ofLQG[Lb51
;10235 m would correspond to fluctuations in the 40-me
arms of the Caltech interferometer that are of Planck-len
magnitude and occur at a rate of one per each Planck-
interval. The data obtained at theCaltech 40-meter interfer-
ometertherefore rule out this simple random-walk model
spite of the minuteness~Planck-length! of the fluctuations
involved. This is perhaps the most intuitive way to chara
terize the sensitivity of modern interferometers to distan
fuzziness. Not long ago it might have seemed impossible
test a scenario involving fluctuations of magnitudeLp .

While the bounds on theb51 scenario are impressive
for the caseb51/2, the case providing an effective mod
for space-times without intrinsic decoherence, the sensiti
levels achieved at theCaltech 40-meter interferometeronly
imply Lb51/2,10217 m, which is still very comfortably con-
sistent with the natural expectation@34,35# that within that
framework one would haveLb51/2;Lp;10235 m.

The sensitivity levels achieved at theCaltech 40-meter
interferometerdo allow to set an interesting bound on th
scenariob55/6. By observing that forb55/6 one would
predict quantum-gravity-induced noise levels for interfero
eters of orderL̃QG

2/3 (10 m1/3/AHz) at frequencies of a few
hundred Hz, one obtains from the data reported in Ref.@22#

that L̃QG<10229 m. This bound is remarkably stringent i
absolute terms, but is still quite far from the range of valu
one ordinarily considers as likely candidates for length sca
appearing in quantum gravity. A more significant bound
L̃QG should be obtained by the Laser Interferometric Gra
5-11
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GIOVANNI AMELINO-CAMELIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 024015
tational Wave Observatory~LIGO! or VIRGO generation of
gravity-wave interferometers. For example, it is plausi
@23# that the ‘‘advanced phase’’ of LIGO achieve displac
ment noise levels with amplitude spectral density of less t
10220 m/AHz near 100 Hz and this would probe values
L̃QG as small as 10234 m.

Having discussed the three chosen representative c
b51/2, b51 and b55/6, let me now provide a genera
formula encoding the level of sensitivity achieved at t
Caltech 40-meter interferometeras a functionb. The data
obtained at theCaltech 40-meter interferometer, which in
particular achieved@22# displacement noise levels with am
plitude spectral density of about 3310219 m/AHz in the
neighborhood of 450 Hz, allow us to set the bound@8,9#

@Lb#Caltech,F3310219 m

AHz
~450 Hz!bc(122b)/2G 2/(322b)

.

~25!

Note that the bound encoded in Eq.~25! becomes less strin
gent as the value ofb decreases.

For all values ofb we can expect to establish more si
nificant bounds using the LIGO-VIRGO generation@23,24#
of interferometers. Looking beyond the LIGO-VIRGO ge
eration of gravity-wave interferometers, one can envis
still quite sizeable margins for improvement by optimizin
the performance of the interferometers at low frequencie
appears natural to perform such studies in the quiet envi
ment of space, perhaps through future refinements of L
Interferometer Space Anenna-~LISA!-type setups@25#.

Interferometers are our best long-term hope for the de
opment of this phenomenology~including the exploration of
possible context-dependentLb), and that is why the analysi
in this article focuses on interferometers. However, it sho
be noted that among detectors already in operation the
bound onLb ~if taken as universal! comes from resonant-ba
detectors such as NAUTILUS@55#, which achieved displace
ment sensitivity of about 10221 m/AHz near 924 Hz. Corre-
spondingly, one obtains the bound

@Lb#bars,F10221 m

AHz
~924 Hz!bc(122b)/2G 2/(322b)

. ~26!

The indication of the low-frequency range as significa
for quantum-gravity tests at interferometers is perhaps
most intruiging point made in this article. The argumen
advocated in the previous Secs. II and III were all rath
heuristic and it would not be surprising if some of the deta
of the estimates turned out to be completely off the mark,
the fact that all of those arguments pointed us toward
low-frequency region might nevertheless be indicative.

V. RELATIONS WITH OTHER QUANTUM
GRAVITY APPROACHES

The general strategy for the search of quantum gra
which has led to the arguments reviewed and/or presente
the previous sections is evidently quite different from t
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strategy adopted in other approaches to the unification
gravity and quantum mechanics.@I shall discuss these differ
ences in greater detail in Sec. VII.# However, it is becoming
increasingly clear~especially in discussions and research p
pers that were motivated by Refs.@4,8#! that in spite of these
differences some common elements of intuition concern
the interplay of gravitation and quantum mechanics
emerging. In this section I want to emphasize these relat
ships with some quantum-gravity approaches and at the s
time I want to clarify the differences with respect to oth
quantum-gravity approaches.

A. Canonical quantum gravity

One of the most popular approaches to the unification
gravity and quantum mechanics~whose popularity might
have been the reason for the diffusion of the possibly m
leading name ‘‘quantum gravity’’! is the one in which the
ordinary canonical formalism of quantum mechanics is
plied to ~some formulation of! Einstein’s general-relativistic
theory of gravitation.

While I must emphasize again@12# that some of the ob-
servations reviewed and/or reported in the previous sect
strongly suggest that quantum gravity should require a n
mechanics, not exactly given by ordinary quantum mech
ics, it is nonetheless encouraging17 that some of the phenom
ena considered in the previous sections have also emerg
studies of canonical quantum gravity.

The most direct connection was found in the study
ported in Ref.@20#, which was motivated by Ref.@4#. In fact,
Ref. @20# shows that the popular canonical or loop quantu
gravity @56# admits~under certain conditions, which in par
ticular involve some parity breaking! the phenomenon of de
formed dispersion relations with the deformation going l
early with the Planck length.

Concerning the bounds on the measurability of distan
it is probably fair to say that the situation in canonical
loop quantum gravity is not yet clear because the pres
formulations do not appear to lead to a compelling candid
‘‘length operator.’’ This author would like to interpret th
problems associated with the length operator as an indica
that perhaps something unexpected might actually emerg
canonical or loop quantum gravity as a length operator, p
sibly something with properties fitting the intuition emergin
from the analyses in Secs. II C, III A, and III D. Actually, th

17I am here taking a viewpoint that might be summarized rephr
ing a comment by De Witt in Ref.@28#. While some of the argu-
ments reviewed here appear to indicate that ordinary quantum
chanics cannot suffice for quantum gravity, it is still plausible th
the language of ordinary quantum mechanics might be a useful
for the description of its own demise. This would be analogous
something we have learned in the study of special relativity: o
could@28# insist on describing the observed Lorentz-Fitzgerald c
traction as the result of relativistic modifications in the force la
between atoms, but in order to capture the true essence of the
regime it is necessary to embrace the new conceptual framewo
special relativity.
5-12
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
random-walk space-time fuzziness model discussed in
II C might have a~still somewhat vague, but intriguing! con-
nection with ‘‘quantum mechanics applied to gravitation’’
least to the level seen by comparison with the scenario
cussed in Ref.@57#, which was motivated by the intuition
that is emerging from investigations of the canonical or lo
quantum gravity. The ‘‘moves’’ of Ref.@57# share many of
the properties of the ‘‘random steps’’ of the random-wa
models here considered. Unfortunately, in both approac
one is still searching for a more complete description of
dynamics.

B. Noncommutative geometry and deformed symmetries

Although this was not emphasized in the present arti
some of the quantum-gravity intuition emerging from t
observations in the previous sections fits rather natur
within certain approaches based on noncommutative ge
etry and deformed symmetries. In particular, there is gro
ing evidence@11,52# that theories living in the noncommu
tative Minkowski space proposed in Refs.@58,51#, which
involves a dimensionful~possibly Planck length related! de-
formation parameter, would host both Planck-length-lin
deformations of dispersion relations andTobs-dependent
bounds on the measurability of distances.

In general, the possibility of dimensionful deformations
symmetries@51,59# might be quite natural@12# if indeed the
relation between system and measuring apparatus is mod
at the quantum-gravity level. For example, the symmet
we observe in ordinary quantum-mechanics experiment
low energies might be the ones valid in the limit in which t
interaction between system and measuring apparatus ca
neglected. The dimensionful parameter characterizing the
formation of symmetries could mark a clear separation
tween ~high-energy! processes, in which the violations o
ordinary symmetries are large, and~low-energy! processes,
in which ordinary symmetries hold to a very good appro
mation.

On the subject of quantum deformations of space-ti
symmetries interesting work has also been devoted~see, e.g.,
Refs.@60,61#! to frameworks that would host a bound on t
measurability of distances of type~1!.

C. Critical and noncritical string theories

Unfortunately, in the popular quantum-gravity approa
based on critical superstring theory18 not many results have
been derived concerning directly the quantum properties
space-time. Perhaps the most noticeable such results ar
ones on limitations on the measurability of distanc
emerged in the scattering analyses reported in Refs.@31,33#,
which I already mentioned in Sec. II B, since they provi
support for the hypothesis that also critical superstring the
might host a bound on the measurability of distances of t
~1!.

18As already mentioned the mechanics of string theory is jus
ordinary quantum mechanics. The novelty of the approach co
from the fact that the fundamental dynamical entities are exten
objects rather than point particles.
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A rather different picture is emerging~through the diffi-
cult technical aspects of this rich formalism! in Liouville
~noncritical! string theory @18#, whose development wa
partly motivated by intuition concerning the ‘‘quantum
gravity vacuum’’ that is rather close to the one traditiona
associated with the works of Wheeler@13# and Hawking
@14#. Evidence has been found@19# in Liouville String
Theory supporting the validity of deformed dispersion re
tions, with the deformation going linearly with the Planck
string length. In the sense clarified in Sec. III B this approa
might also host a bound on the measurability of distan
which grows withATobs.

D. Other types of measurement analyses

In light of the scarcity of opportunities to get any expe
mental input in the search for quantum gravity, it is not s
prising that many authors have been seeking some intui
by formal analyses of the ways in which the interplay b
tween gravitation and quantum mechanics could affect m
surement procedures. A large portion of these analyses
duced a ‘‘min@dD#’’ with D denoting a distance; howeve
the same type of notation was used for structures define
significantly different manner. Also different meanings ha
been given by different authors to the statement ‘‘absol
bound on the measurability of an observable.’’ Quite imp
tant for the topics here discussed are the differences~which
might not be totally transparent as a result of this unfortun
choice of overlapping notations! between the approach advo
cated in the present article~and in Refs.@8,10,12#! and the
approaches advocated in Refs.@16,26,46,49#. In the present
article ‘‘min@dD#’’ denotes an absolute limitation on th
measurability of a distanceD. The studies@16,46,49# ana-
lyzed the interplay of gravitation and quantum mechanics
defining a net of timelike geodesics, and in those stud
‘‘min @dD#’’ characterizes the maximum ‘‘tightness’’ achiev
able for the net of timelike geodesics. Moreover, in Re
@16,26,46,49# it was required that the measurement proc
dure should not affect or modify the geometric observa
being measured, and ‘‘absolute bounds on the measur
ity’’ were obtained in this specific sense. Instead, here an
Refs. @10,12# I allowed the possibility for the observabl
which is being measured to depend also on the devices~the
underlying view is that observables in quantum grav
would always be, in a sense, shared properties of ‘‘syste
and ‘‘apparatus’’!, and I only required that the nature of th
devices be consistent with the various stages of the meas
ment procedure~e.g., a black-hole device would not allow
some of the required exchanges of signal!. My measurability
bounds are therefore to be intended from this more fun
mental perspective, and this appears to be important for
possibility that these measurability bounds be associated
fundamental quantum-gravity mechanism for ‘‘fuzzines
~quantum fluctuations of space-time!. The analyses reporte
in Refs.@16,26,46,49# did not include any reference to fuzz
space-times of the type operatively defined in Sec. II.

The more fundamental nature of the bounds I obtaine
also crucial for the arguments suggesting@10,12# that quan-
tum gravity might require a new mechanics, not exac
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GIOVANNI AMELINO-CAMELIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 024015
given by ordinary quantum mechanics. The analyses
ported in Refs.@16,26,46,49# did not include any reference t
this possibility.

I also notice that the relation~considered here and in Re
@8#! between measurability bounds and noise levels in in
ferometers@e.g., the ones characterized byS( f ); f 21 or
S( f ); f 25/6] is based on the dependence of the measura
ity bounds on the time of observationTobs. In fact, thisTobs
dependence@and thef dependence of the amplitude spect
density S( f )] has been here emphasized, while in Re
@26,46,49# the emphasis was placed on observed leng
rather than on the time needed to observe them@and accord-
ingly in Refs.@26,46,49# neither the amplitude spectral de
sity S( f ) nor any other similar structure was considered#.

Having clarified that there is a ‘‘double difference’’~dif-
ferent ‘‘min’’ and different ‘‘dD ’’ ! between the meaning o
min@dD# adopted in the present article and the meaning
min@dD# adopted in Refs.@16,26,46,49#, it is however impor-
tant to notice that the studies reported in Refs.@26,46,49#
were among the first studies which showed how in so
aspects of measurement analysis the Planck length migh
pear together with other length scales in the problem.
example, a quantum-gravity effect naturally involving som
thing of length-squared dimensions might not necessarily
like Lp

2 , in some cases it could go likeLLp , with L some
other length scale in the problem. Some of my arguments
examples of this possibility; in particular, I find in som
cases relations of the type@see, e.g., Eq.~7!#

dD>dx* 1
A

dx*
>AA, ~27!

whereA, which has length-squared dimensions, turns ou
be given by the product of theLp-like small fundamental
lengthLQG and the typically larger length scalecTobs.

Interestingly, the analysis of the interplay of gravitatio
and quantum mechanics in defining a net of timelike geo
sics reported in Ref.@46# concluded that the maximum
‘‘tightness’’ achievable for the geodesics would be char
terized byALp

2R21s, whereR is the radius of the~spherically
symmetric! clocks whose world lines define the network
geodesics, ands is the characteristic distance scale ov
which one is intending to define such a network. T
ALp

2R21s maximum tightness discussed in Ref.@46# is for-
mally analogous to my Eq.~12!, but, as clarified above, thi
‘‘maximum tightness’’ was defined in a way that is ve
~‘‘doubly’’ ! different from my ‘‘min@dD#,’’ and therefore the
two proposals have completely different physical implic
tions. Actually, in Ref.@46# it was also stated that for a sing
geodesic distance~which might be closer to the type of dis
tance measurability analysis reported here and in R
@10,12#! one could achieve accuracy significantly better th
the formulaALp

2R21s, which was interpreted in Ref.@46# as
a direct result of the structure of a network of geodesics

Relations of the typemin@dD#;(Lp
2D)(1/3), which are

formally analogous to Eq.~22!, were encountered in th
analysis of maximum tightness achievable for a geode
network reported in Ref.@49# and in the analysis of measu
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ability of distances reported in Ref.@26#. Although once
again the definitions of ‘‘min’’ and ‘‘dD ’’ used in these
studies are completely different from the ones relevant
the ‘‘min@dD#’’ of Eq. ~22!, the analyses reported in Ref
@26,49# do provide additional motivation for the scenar
~22!, at least in as much as they give examples of the f
that behavior of the typeLp

2/3 can naturally emerge in
quantum-gravity measurement analyses.

E. Other interferometry-based quantum-gravity studies

Several authors have put forward ideas which combine
one or another way some aspects of interferometry and
didate quantum-gravity phenomena. While the viewpoi
and the results of all of these works are significantly differe
from the ones of the present article, it seems appropriate
least mention briefly these studies, for the benefit of the
terested reader.

A first example, on which I shall return in the next se
tion, is provided by the idea@3# that we might be able to us
modern gravity-wave interferometers to investigate cert
candidate early-universe string theory effects.

The studies reported in Ref.@36# ~and references therein!
have considered how certain effectively stochastic proper
of space-time would affect the evolution of quantum
mechanical states. The stochastic properties there consid
are different from the ones discussed in the present art
but were introduced within a similar viewpoint, i.e., stocha
tic processes as effective description of quantum space-
processes. The implications of these stochastic propertie
the evolution of quantum-mechanical states were mode
via the formalism of ‘‘primary state diffusion,’’ but only
rather crude models turned out to be treatable. Atom in
ferometers were found to have properties suitable for test
this scenario. I should however emphasize that in Ref.@36#
the proposed tests concerned the quantum mechanics of
tems living in a fuzzy space-time, whereas here and in R
@8# I have discussed direct tests of effectively stochas
properties of space-time.

The studies reported in Refs.@34,35# are more closely
related to the physics of gravity-wave interferometers.
particular, combining a detailed analysis of certain aspect
interferometry and the assumption that quantum space-
effects could be estimated using ordinary quantum mech
ics applied to Einstein’s gravity, Refs.@34,35# developed a
model of quantum-gravity induced noise for interferomet
which fits within the scenario I here discussed in Sec. II
@Actually, Refs.@34,35# discuss in greater detail the spectr
features encoded in Eqs.~3!,~4!, while, as explained in Sec
II B, it was for me sufficient to provide a simplified discus
sion.# As mentioned in Sec. II B, it is not surprising that th
assumption that quantum gravity be given by an ordin
quantum mechanics applied to~some formulation of! Ein-
stein’s gravity would lead to noise levels of the type encod
in Eqs.~3!,~4!.

The recent paper Ref.@62# proposed certain quantum
properties of gravity waves and discussed the implicati
for gravity-wave interferometry. Let me emphasize that
stead the effects considered here and in Ref.@8# concern the
5-14
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GRAVITY-WAVE INTERFEROMETERS AS PROBES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 024015
properties of the interferometer and would affect the ope
tion of any interferometer whether or not it would be used
detect gravity waves. Here and in Ref.@8# the emphasis on
modern gravity-wave interferometers is only due to the f
that these interferometers, because of the extraordinary c
lenges posed by the detection of classical gravity waves,
the most advanced interferometers available and there
provide the best opportunity to test scenarios for quantu
gravity induced noise in interferometers.

VI. A QUANTUM-GRAVITY PHENOMENOLOGY
PROGRAM

While opportunities to test experimentally the nature
the interplay between gravitation and quantum mecha
remain extremely rare, the proposals now available@2–6,8#
represent a significant step forward with respect to the
pectations of not many years ago. We have finally at le
reached the point that the most optimistic estimates
quantum-gravity effects can be falsified. In searching
even more opportunities to test quantum gravity it is use
to analyze the proposals put forward in Refs.@2–6,8# as rep-
resentatives of the two generic mechanisms that one m
imagine to use in quantum-gravity experiments. Let me co
ment here on these mechanisms. The most natural disco
strategy would of course resort to strong quantum-gra
effects, of the type we expect for collisions of elementa
particles endowed with momenta of order the Planck m
(1019 GeV). Since presently and for the foreseeable fut
we do not expect to be able to set up such collisions, the o
opportunities to find evidence of strong quantum-gravity
fects should be found in natural phenomena~e.g., astrophysi-
cal contexts that might excite strong quantum-gravity
fects! rather than in controlled laboratory setups. An exam
is provided by the experiment proposed in Ref.@3# which
would be looking for residual traces of some stro
quantum-gravity effects~specifically, critical superstring
theory effects@63#! which might have occurred in the ear
Universe.

Another class of quantum gravity experiments is based
physical contexts in which small quantum-gravity effec
lead to observably large signatures thanks to the interp
with a naturally large number present in such contexts. T
is the basic mechanism underlying all the proposals in R
@2,4–6# and underlying the interferometric studies of spa
time fuzziness proposed in Ref.@8# which I have here dis-
cussed in detail. For the interferometric studies which I
proposing the large number is essentially provided by
ratio between the inverse of the Planck time and the typ
frequencies of operation of gravity-wave interferometers.
practice if some of the space-time fuzziness scenarios
cussed in Sec. II capture actual features of quantum sp
time, in a time as long as the inverse of the typical interf
ometer frequency of operation~e.g., for the modern
interferometers used to detect gravity waves! an extremely
large number of minute quantum fluctuations in the dista
D could add up. A large sum of small quantities can give
sizeable final result. This is important in developing an in
ition for the mechanism that allows a fuzzy picture of spa
time on scales of order 10235 m (Lp fluctuations occurring a
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a 1/tp rate! to be tested using a detector with nomin
10218 m sensitivity~see comments above on the sensitiv
of modern interferometers!. The break down of the classica
space-time picture occurs on distance scales of o
10235 m, but the nature of this breaking~in models such as
the random-walk model of fuzziness! is such that an intere
fometer working at a few hundred Hz is effectively sensiti
to a collective effect of a very large numer of minute flu
tuations.

For the physical context of the gamma rays reaching
from far away astrophysical objects the large number can
provided by the ratio between the time travelled by t
gamma rays and the time scale over which the signal p
sents significant structure~time spread of peaks, etc.!. The
proposal made in Ref.@4# basically uses the fact that thi
allows to add up a very large number of very minu
dispersion-inducing quantum-gravity effects, and if the d
formation of the dispersion relation goes linearly with t
Planck length the resulting energy-dependent time de
turns out to be comparable to the time scale that charac
izes some of these astrophysical signals.

Similarly, experiments investigating the quantum pha
induced by large gravitational fields@5–7# ~the only aspect of
the interplay between gravitation and quantum mechanics
which we already have positive ‘‘discovery’’ data@6,7#! ex-
ploit the fact that gravitational forces are additive and the
fore, for example, gravitational effects due to the Earth
the result of a very large number of very minute gravitation
effects~instead we would not be able to measure the qu
tum phases induced by a single elementary particle!.

The large number involved in the possibility th
quantum-gravity effects might leave an observable tr
@2,39,40,64–68# in some aspects of the phenomenology
the neutral-kaon system cannot be directly interpreted as
number of minute quantum-gravity effects to which the s
tem is exposed. It is rather that the conjectured quantu
gravity effects would also involve, in addition to the sma
dimensionless ratio between the energy of the kaons and
Planck energy, a very large dimensionless ratio@2,9# charac-
terizing the ordinary~non-quantum-gravitational! physics of
neutral kaons.

The idea of finding ways to put together many minu
effects~which until a short time ago had been ignored by t
quantum-gravity community! has a time honored tradition in
physics. Perhaps the clearest example is the particle-phy
experiment setting bounds on proton lifetime. The relev
dimensionless ratio characterizing proton-decay analyse
extremely small~somewhere in the neighborhood of 10264,
since it is given by the fourth power of the ratio between t
mass of the proton and the grandunification scale!, but by
keeping under observation a correspondingly large num
of protons experimentalists are managing19 to set highly sig-
nificant bounds.

19This author’s familiarity @69# with the accomplishments o
proton-decay experiments has certainly contributed to the mode
optimism for the outlook of quantum-gravity phenomenolo
which is implicit in the present article.
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Another point of contact between proposed quantu
gravity experiments and proton-decay experiments is th
crucial role in rendering the experiment viable is the fact t
the process under investigation would violate some of
symmetries of ordinary physics. This plays a central role
the experiments proposed in Refs.@2,4#.

VII. MORE ON A LOW-ENERGY EFFECTIVE THEORY
OF QUANTUM GRAVITY

While the primary emphasis has been on direct exp
mental tests of crude scenarios for space-time fuzziness,
of this article has been devoted to the discussion~expanding
on what was reported in Refs.@10,12#! of the properties tha
one could demand of a theory suitable for a first stage
partial unification of gravity and quantum mechanics. T
first stage of partial unification would be a low-energy effe
tive theory capturing only some rough features of quant
gravity, possibly associated with the structure of the n
trivial ‘‘quantum-gravity vacuum.’’

One of the features that appear desirable for an effec
low-energy theory of quantum gravity is that its mechan
be not exactly given by ordinary quantum mechanics. I h
reviewed some of the arguments@10,12# in support of this
hypothesis when I discussed the Salecker-Wigner setup
the measurement of distances, and showed that the prob
associated with the infinite-mass classical-device limit p
vide encouragement for the idea that the analysis
quantum-gravity experiments should be fundamentally
ferent from the one of the experiments described by ordin
quantum mechanics. A similar conclusion was already dra
in the context of attempts~see, e.g., Ref.@15#! to generalize
to the study of the measurability of gravitational fields t
famous Bohr-Rosenfeld analysis@48# of the measurability of
the electromagnetic field. In fact, in order to achieve
accuracy allowed by the formalism of ordinary quantum m
chanics, the Bohr-Rosenfeld measurement procedure re
to ideal test particles of infinite mass, which would of cour
not be admissible probes in a gravitational context@15#.
Since all of the~extensive! experimental evidence for ordi
nary quantum mechanics comes from experiments in wh
the behavior of the devices can be meaningfully appro
mated as classical, and moreover it is well understood
the conceptual structure of ordinary quantum mechan
makes it only acceptable as the theoretical framework for
description of the outcomes of this specific type of expe
ments, it seems reasonable to explore the possibility
quantum gravity might require a new mechanics, not exa
given by ordinary quantum mechanics and probably invo
ing a novel ~in a sense, ‘‘more democratic’’! relationship
between ‘‘measuring apparatus’’ and ‘‘system.’’

Other ~related! plausible features of the correct effectiv
low-energy theory of quantum gravity are novel bounds
the measurability of distances. This appears to be an in
table consequence of relinquishing the idealized method
measurement analysis that rely on the artifacts of the infin
mass classical-device limit. If indeed one of these novel m
surability bounds holds in the physical world, and if inde
the structure of the quantum-gravity vacuum is nontriv
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and involves space-time fuzziness, it appears also plaus
that these two features be related, i.e., that the fuzzines
space-time would be ultimately responsible for the meas
ability bounds.

The intuition emerging from these first investigations
the properties of a low-energy effective quantum grav
might or might not turn out to be accurate, but addition
work on this first stage of partial unification of gravity an
quantum mechanics is anyway well motivated in light of t
huge gap between the Planck regime and the physica
gimes ordinarily accessed in present-day particle physic
gravity experiments. Results on a low-energy effective qu
tum gravity might provide a perspective on quantum grav
that is complementary with respect to the one emerging fr
approaches based on proposals for a one-step full unifica
of gravity and quantum mechanics. On one side of t
complementarity there are the attempts to find a low-ene
effective quantum gravity which are necessarily driven
intuition based on direct extrapolation from known physic
regimes; they are therefore rather close to the phenom
logical realm but they are confronted by huge difficulti
when trying to incorporate the physical intuition within
completely new formalism. On the other side there are
attempts of one-step full unification of gravity and quantu
mechanics, which usually start from some intuition conce
ing the appropriate formalism~e.g., ‘‘canonical or loop quan-
tum gravity’’ @56# or ‘‘critical superstring theory’’@32,70#!
but are confronted by huge difficulties when trying to ‘‘com
down’’ to the level of phenomenological predictions. The
complementary perspectives might meet at the midw
point20 leading to new insight in quantum-gravity physic
One instance in which this midway-point meeting has
ready been successful is provided by the candidate phen
enon of quantum-gravity-induced Planck-length-linear def
mation of dispersion relations, which was proposed with
some phenomenological analyses@4,19# of the type needed
for the search of a low-energy theory of quantum gravity, b
was then shown@20# to be consistent with the structure o
canonical-loop quantum gravity.

VIII. OUTLOOK

The panorama of opportunities for quantum-gravity ph
nomenology is certainly becoming richer. In this article
have taken the conservative viewpoint that the length sc
parametrizing proposed quantum-gravity phenomena sh
be somewhere in the neighborhood of the Planck length,
I have taken the optimistic~although supported by variou
quantum-gravity scenarios, including canonical or lo
quantum gravity @20,56#! viewpoint that there might be
quantum-gravity effects going linearly or quadratically wi
the Planck length, i.e., effects which are penalized only
one or two powers of the Planck length.

20Among the tools available for the exploration of this possib
‘‘middle ground’’ another significant example is provided by th
approach of Ref.@71#, which is based on an effective low-energ
quantum-gravity action.
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An exciting recent development is that results in the g
eral area of string theory have motivated work~see, e.g., Ref.
@72#! on theories with large extra dimensions in which rath
naturally quantum-gravity effects would become significa
at scales much larger than the conventional Planck length
such scenarios one expects to find phenomena for which
length scale characterizing the onset of large quant
gravity corrections is much larger than the conventio
Planck length.

The example of advanced modern interferometers h
considered provides further evidence~in addition to the one
emerging from Refs.@39,4#! of the fact that we might have
chance to find signatures of quantum-gravity effects if th
are linear in the conventional Planck length.@For the ex-
ample of modern interferometers I have shown that sens
ity to Lp-linear quantum-gravity-inducedsL

2 has already
been achieved.# If Nature only hosts effects that are quadra
in the deformation length scale, values of this length scale
order the Planck length might be out of reach for a long tim
but effects quadratic in the larger length scales characteri
scenarios of the type in Ref.@72# should be experimentally
accessible.

On the theory side an exciting opportunity for future r
search appears to be provided by the possibility of exchan
of ideas between the more phenomenological or intuit
studies appropriate for the search of a low-energy effec
quantum gravity and the more rigorous or formal stud
used in searches of fully consistent quantum-gravity theor
As mentioned at the end of the preceding section, the
example of such an exchange has led to the exciting rea
o-
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tion that deformed dispersion relations linear in the Plan
length appear plausible@4,12,19# from the point of view of
heuristic phenomenological analyses and are also consi
@20# with the structure of canonical or loop quantum gravi
Additional exchanges of this type appear likely. For e
ample, the intuition coming from the low-energy effectiv
quantum-gravity viewpoint on distance fuzziness which
discussed here might prove useful for those quantum-gra
approaches~again an example is provided by canonical
loop quantum gravity! in which there is substantial evidenc
of space-time fuzziness but one has not yet achieved a s
factory description of fuzzy distances.
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